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Introduction (v3.0)
Partisans were an integral part of World War II.
These citizen soldiers took up arms in occupied
territories, causing terror and mayhem for their
oppressors, and ultimately helping in some cases
to liberate their homelands. In this set you’ll be
busy rolling for Partisans in captured territories,
and trying to keep enemy Partisans from
disrupting your conquests.
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Set Contents
Partisan (U.S.)..…….…………………..x6
Partisan (U.K.)………………………….x6
Partisan (France)……………………….x6
Partisan (Germany)……………………x6
Partisan (Japan)………………………...x6
Partisan (Italy)………………………….x6
Partisan (USSR)………………………x10
Supply marker………………………….x6

PAR 1.0 Partisan Generation
1.1 Partisan Generation: During each player’s Collect Income
and Place Units phase that player may make a partisan generation roll
for each territory that was captured (and remains captured) while
under her Possession / Control. This could include (a) a territory from
a players home country that was captured (b) a territory from a nation
that was Aligned and subsequently captured or (c) a territory of a
neutral that was Controlled at time of capture. A separate roll is made
for each such land zone.

1.2 Partisan Generation Roll: A player rolls one D12 and
succeeds in his Partisan Generation roll on a “12.” Some nations, as
described in PAR 3.0 have special partisan generation rules. You may
make one roll per eligible territory per turn.

1.3 Placement: As soon as a player succeeds in a partisan
generation roll, place a partisan of that nation’s color in the occupied zone. The placing player is the
controller of the partisan. The presence of enemy units does not affect placement.
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PAR 2.0 Partisan Abilities
2.0 Partisan Statistics and Abilities: Partisans statistics and abilities are listed below. 1
Unit Type

Attack

Defense

Move

Cost

Partisan

Usually 0

1

Usually N/A

Usually N/A

2.1 Attack & Defense: Partisans have varying abilities. Most Partisans are too weak to attack
full strength units but they can cause casualties if attacked. Some special Partisans are powerful
enough to have an attack value meaning they can attack units in the zone they are in or possibly
move and attack if they also have a movement value. Partisans may not retreat or move via rail or
transport.

2.2 Guerilla Warfare: Partisans may only be attacked by infantry-class units (including Militia) or
cavalry. Other types of units may not attack them. (Note that because Partisans can exist in the
same zone as enemy units, this is one of the only times regular militia units can use their attack
value since they normally do not move).

2.3 Fade: A defending Partisan may decline combat in lieu of
making its next Attack/Defense roll. Such a partisan is immune
to further attacks that round and remains in the same zone.

2.4 Impact: A partisan, (even if it can move), can never
capture territory (but see 2.5). A Partisan does not affect enemy
units or other partisans in the same zone. The partisan is
ignored for all purposes except as explicitly stated in the rules.
A partisan prohibits the tracing of a supply path or strategic rail movement through the zone unless
there is at least 1 opposing infantry-class unit present for each Partisan.

2.5 Transformation: Two partisans controlled by the same nation may form a militia unit during
the combat movement phase of its controlling major power’s turn. Such a militia is treated as if it
had combat moved into the territory. Once the Partisans become a militia unit, they cannot form
back into partisans.

2.6 Elimination: A Partisan is removed if the territory is conquered by a member of the Alliance
that controls the Partisan and does not have to be removed if controlled by a different alliance.
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2.7 Mountain Partisans: Mountain Partisans (like Mountain Infantry) have a +1 Defense in
Mountains and never suffer an attacker penalty.
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COMBAT EXAMPLE: Germany attacks 2 Soviet Partisans in Belarus with 2 cavalry and an
Infantry. They score 1 hit. The Soviet player defends with the partisan he is taking as a
casualty but declines combat with the second partisan, and may no longer be attacked this
round.

Partisans Do not:
(a) Count as regular land units for any reason
(b) Capture territory (except per PAR 2.5)
(c) Move via rail or transport (even if they have a movement rate)

PAR 3.0 Special Partisan Zones
3.0 Special Generation rules: In some zones competing elements (usually communist and
fascist or democratic) will vie for who gets the Partisan. Remember that per PAR 2.6 a partisan is
eliminated if its controlling power occupies the zone. Thus, rolling a Soviet Partisan in Soviet-owned
Yugoslavia would result in no Partisan being created.
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Table 3-1 Special Zones:
Zone

Notes

United States Home Country

Partisan Generation roll 10+

Axis Occupied France (including Vichy
France)

Spain (if occupied by a foreign power after
resolution of civil war)

Soviet Union

China

French Indo China (Amam Tokin and
Cochin china)
Afghanistan

A roll of 11 creates a Soviet-controlled partisan.*
A roll of 12 generates a Free French Partisan.
A roll of 11 creates a Republican (Sovietcontrolled) partisan
A roll of 12 creates a Nationalist (Italian- controlled)
Partisan
Partisan Generation roll 10+
A roll of 10-11 generates a CCP-controlled partisan.
A roll of 12+ generates a KMT-controlled partisan.
Partisan generation 11+
All Partisans are CCP-controlled **
Partisan generation 11+
All partisans are 1/1 Mountain partisans.

Eastern Manchuria

Make a Partisan generation roll in each of these
zones each turn unless they are KMT or CCP
owned.

Western Manchuria

A roll of 11 generates a CCP-controlled partisan

Northern Manchuria

A roll of 12 generates a KMT-controlled partisan.

Korea

Jehol.

Formosa

Yugoslavia

Make a Partisan generation roll in Formosa each
turn beginning at start of game. All partisans are
KMT-controlled.
An 11 generates a Soviet-controlled Partisan
A 12+ generates a French-controlled Partisan

* These represent French Communist FTP units (aka Francs-Tireurs et Partisans Français)
** These represent communist Việt Mihn units.
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3.2 Communist China: Communist Chinese is the only nation that may buy Partisans.
Partisans cost 2 IPP and can be placed in any original 1936 Chinese province (Nationalist,
Communist or Semi-Autonomous). Maximum placement is 1 per territory per turn. CCP Partisans
have a move of 1.

PAR 4.0 Partisan Actions
4.1 Partisan Actions: The following are additional actions Partisans may take. Each partisan
only takes one such action per turn during the Combat phase. Each action has a chance of success
(on a D12) and a “failure” which is part of the same roll. Failure eliminates the partisan. A roll that is
not a success or failure has no impact.

Action

Success Failure Notes

Recruitment

1-2

12

Creates 1 Partisan

Sabotage

1-3

12

Damage infrastructure

Resource Disruption

1-3

12

Eliminates a resource.

Receive Supplies

1-6

12

See PAR 4.4

Invasion support

1-5

10-12

Add +1 to invading land
unit’s attack.

4.2 Recruitment: Partisans spread propaganda and attempt to recruit more partisans. Success
(a roll of 1-2) creates 1 partisan of the same type that is placed immediately (it may not take any
actions until its next turn).

4.3 Sabotage: Choose a facility or railway in the same land zone and roll a
D12. If partisans succeed (roll of 1-3) they do that much damage to the facility
or railway.

4.4 Resource Disruption: Roll a D12. If partisans succeed (roll of 1-3) the opposing player
pays the number on the dice to the bank.

4.5 Receive Supplies: A partisan receiving lend-lease in the form of a supplies marker (as per
PAR 5.1) and must make a successful receive supplies action (roll of 1-6) during the lending player’s
Place Units and Collect income phase (when Lend-lease moves). Partisans that do not succeed
lose the supplies entirely. Partisans that fail are eliminated and supplies are also lost. Only 1
partisan may attempt to receive each supply marker in a land zone.

4.6 Invasion Support: A partisan may assist Attacking land units using this
action before the start of combat. The Partisan rolls a D12. On a 1-5 it gives an
Attacking land unit of its choice a +1 Attack roll.
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PAR 5.0 Supplying Partisans
5.1 Supply Marker: A supply marker represents military supplies (aka materiel) such as small
arms, heavy weapons, ammunition, food, medicine and other items necessary for warfare. A nation
may purchase a Supply Marker for 1 IPP. The marker does not count against factory production or
lend-lease limits. A player may designate the marker for a partisan unit anywhere on the map
during lend-lease. No supply path is required. One partisan in that zone must immediately attempt
to receive the supplies as per PAR 4.5. It cannot have performed another action during the turn.

5.2 Using a Supply Marker: Once a partisan successfully receives a supply marker it is placed
with the partisan until their next turn, during which they may expend it to do one of the following:
(a) Transform one partisan into a Militia. The Militia immediately
captures the zone if there are no Enemy units there. If there
are Enemy units the Militia is treated as if it were attacking
from another zone and engages in combat.
(b) Give a partisan +3 on their next partisan action.

PAR 6.0 Partisan Set Up
6.1 Waziristan: At start of 1936 game place 3 Italian-controlled (Waziri) partisans in Kashmir.
6.2 Arab Uprising: At the start of the 1936 game place 2 Italian-controlled (Palestinian) partisans
in Trans-Jordan. 3
End Notes
1

The design of this rule is intended to create deliberate friction between the Soviets and the West as Procommunist partisans are prone to propagate themselves in may areas of the globe.
2

From 1936-1939 British and Indian army conducted military operations against independent tribes in
Waziristan lead by Fakir of Ipi. Fakir of Ipi was a mysterious religious leader and anti-British agitator in Indiancontrolled Waziristan. Tribesmen conducted a number of hit and run guerilla operations and avoided decisive
engagement with superior forces.
3

From 1936-1939 Palestinians revolted against British Colonial Rule and the influx of Jewish immigrants in
Palestine.
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Global War 1936-1945 - The Ultimate
War Game
Welcome to the Global War game family. Global War is
a strategic level war game - one of the most heavily
supported and expanded games on the market. Visit
our website to see our full line of games, expansions,
markers, units and other accessories.
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